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The localization of an oscillator in a dissipative environment may be characterized by its 
mean square displacement. In the case of a general heat bath, we write down an expression 
for this quantity as an integral involving the imaginary part of the generalized susceptibility. 
This integral is evaluated explicitly in the case of both Ohmic and blackbody radiation heat 
baths, leading us to the conclusion that localization is enhanced by an increase of dissipation 
or oscillator frequency (binding) and by a decrease in temperature. 
1. Introduction 
Dissipative effects are ubiquitous in many areas of physics. In some previous 
publications [ 1,2] we argued the merits of treating an exactly solvable model of 
a heat bath, which we referred to as the IO model [2]. In particular, this model 
can be shown to describe many kinds of dissipative environments, such as 
Ohmic heat baths or the physically important case of a blackbody radiation 
heat bath [2]. 
In order to gain further insight into the nature of the IO model, we are 
motivated to examine in detail the effect of dissipation on the mean square 
displacement or, equivalently, the equal-time position autocorrelation func- 
tion. In particular, such a quantity may be used to calculate the effect of 
dissipation on the localization of an oscillator. Some investigations have 
already been carried out for the case of an Ohmic heat bath [3]. Our purpose 
here is to expand these investigations but, more important, to extend these 
considerations to the case of a blackbody radiation heat bath. 
A powerful tool for solving the problem of the interaction of a quantum 
system with a heat bath is the generalized quantum Langevin equation, which, 
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for a particle of mass m in a harmonic potential well with spring constant K, 
takes the form [1,2] 
I 
mi + I dt’ ~(f - t’) i(t’) + Kx = F(t) . (1.1) -cc 
This is an equation for the time-dependent Heisenberg operator x(f). The 
coupling with the heat bath corresponds to two terms: an operator-valued 
random force F(t) with mean zero, and a mean force characterized by a 
memory function p(t). Forming the Fourier transform of (l.l), we obtain 
q(w) = a(o) &o) ) (1.2) 
where the superposed tilde denotes the Fourier transform, and a(w) is the 
generalized susceptibility (a c-number) given by 
a(w) = [-mw’ + K - i&(o)]-’ , (1.3) 
where 
m 
F(W) = dt p(t) eiot , Imw>O, (1.4) 
called the spectral distribution, is the Fourier transform of the memory 
function. It is analytic in the upper half of the w plane and its real part is 
positive on the real axis [2]. Such functions are termed positive functions. It 
can be shown that -ioa(w) is also a positive function provided that m and K 
are positive [1,2]. It follows that 
Im (Y(W) > 0 for o>O. (I.9 
The generalized susceptibility plays an important role in determining the 
dynamics of the system. On applying the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, we 
immediately obtain [3,4] 
(x2) = % [ dw coth( gT) Im[a(w + iO’)] . 
0 
(1.6) 
Since the factor coth(fio/2kT) in the integrand of (1.6) is a monotonically 
increasing function of T, it follows, by (1.5), that (x2) is also a monotonically 
increasing function of T, i.e., 
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& (2) >o. (1.7) 
In other words, as we might expect, in the case of an arbitrary spectral 
distribution, higher temperatures favor delocalization. 
In sections 2 and 3, we shall calculate in detail, using (1.6), the mean square 
oscillator displacement and its derivatives for both Ohmic and blackbody 
radiation heat baths, at zero and non-zero temperatures. In section 4, we 
present our conclusions. 
2. Ohmic heat bath 
This is the simplest type of heat bath with i(w) = my, a constant in- 









Ima( .2 yU 
m[(w - wi)’ + y2w2] 
= & Im 
[ &&?&-A ( )I o+w, ’ 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
where w1 2 = 1 y * ijIG. 
At zero temperature (T = 0), coth(fio/2kT) = 1. Inserting this and (2.3) in 
(1.6), we obtain the mean square oscillator displacement at zero temperature 
[31, 







if o, < $y . (2.4) 
From (2.4), we see that for o0 -% $y this function reduces to (2fil~my) ln(yl 
CL+,), for k y + w,, it reduces to ti/2mw, and for $ y = w0 it equals hlnmo,, = 2fil 
army. These results already appear in the work of ref. [3] (p. 437). Our 
purpose here is to use them to investigate the detailed behavior of the mean 
square displacement on the parameters y and K and eventually compare them 
with the corresponding results in the case of a blackbody radiation heat bath. 
-$ (2) = 
I 
fiY 
4lrW+; - a y2)3’2 
hY 
4lrm( a y2 - W;)3’2 
and that 
-& (x2) = 
f fr 
It is then straightforward to check that 
I 
2rrm2(oi - $ Y’)~” 
if w,> 4y, 
if o,> ty , 
I n 2nm2( $ y2 - W;)3’2 
(2.6) 
Both derivatives may be shown to be negative by use of the inequalities: 
tan-‘x<x (x>O) and 1 ln[(l+ x)/(1 - x)] >x (O<x< 1) in (2.5); 
tan~‘x>x/(1+x2)(x>0)and$1n[(1+x)/(1-x)]<x/(1-x2)(0<x<1)in 
(2.6), respectively. Thus, we conclude that, at zero temperature, localization 
becomes enhanced due to increasing of y (i.e. damping) or K (i.e. binding). 
Next we consider the case of non-zero temperature. Since 
2 
exp(?iwlkT) - 1 ’ 
(2.7) 
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denoting the temperature dependent part of (x”) as A( x2), we have 
A(x2) =(x2) - (x2)],=, 
*k -do 
1 =- 
rr I exp(holkT) - 1 Im]+)l . 
0 
Using (2.3), this becomes 
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(2.8) 




'1,2 = WT O1,2 7 (2.10) 





o [exp(*mt) - l](t’ + z*) = In ’ - ‘(‘) - & (larg zl < 1~) , 
(2.11) 
where +(z) = d In T(z) /dz is the logarithmic derivative of the gamma function 
PI. 
Hence 
(x2> = (x2)\,=, + A(x2) 
= j& Im v&j W>- +@2>+ *1,, 
[ ( 
--- 
*5, )I . (2.12) 
In the high-temperature limit, z,,~ 4 1, this expression becomes 
k”rs(3) 
4w3m(kT)2 + ’ * * ’ (2.13) 
where l(3) = 1.202 . . . (l(n) is the Riemann zeta function). The leading term 
in (2.13) is the familiar classical result. 
In the low-temperature limit, z~,~ % 1, (2.12) becomes 
tx2> =,mq& tan -l&m)+ ;(kk!‘+s... (2.14) 
0 
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Taking the derivatives of (2.12) one can readily show that 
x Re 
and that 
& (x2) = - 
n* 
4A?z2kT(o~ - $y2) 
x Re Hz,) - Hz*) 
[ Zl - 22 
- W’(z1) + +w1+ f (b - i)‘] ’ 
1 
(2.16) 
By means of the partial fractional expansion of e(z), 
$b(z)= -6-i + 2 z (z # 0, -1, -2, -3, . . .) , 
n=l n(n + z) 
(2.17) 
where S = 0.57721 . . . is the Euler constant (we have used an unconventional 
symbol here to avoid the confusion with the friction constant r), (2.15) may be 
written 
Similarly 
-& (x2> = - 8nlm~;kT)3 
x Re 
1 - 1 
GzY 
+C 
n=l (n + z,)2(n + z2)2 * 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
Since from (2.3) and (2.10), z1 and z2 are either complex conjugates of each 
other (if w0 > $7) or two real positive quantities (if w0 < I?), the summands 
within the large parentheses in (2.18) and (2.19) are all real positive quantities. 
Therefore we conclude that 
-& (x2)<% 
and that 
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& (x2)<0. (2.21) 
We conclude that in the case of an Ohmic heat bath, at arbitrary temperature, 
the mean square displacement of a quantum oscillator monotonically decreases 
(so that the oscillator becomes more localized) with increasing y or K. 
It is also of interest to check the y+ O+ limit of (x2). In the absence of a 
heat bath, (2.10) becomes zr,* = Wq/2nkT. By using the recursion formula, 
I,!J(Z + 1) = Jl(z) + 1 /z, and the reflection formula, $( 1 - z) = J/(z) + x cot(nz), 
(2.12) can be reduced to 
(x2) = & coth( 2;) , 
0 
(2.22) 
which is exactly the result for a free quantum oscillator at temperature T. 
3. Blackbody radiation heat bath 
In this case, the spectral distribution function is [1,2] 
E(o) = 2e2~*0/3c3(~ + ia), (3.1) 
where 0 is a large cutoff frequency. 
Here one must be careful to go to the large-cutoff limit only after the 
completion of the integral in (1.6). The order can be of importance in some 
cases, as will be shown later in the calculation. (In particular, note the In m in 
(3.13) which is divergent in the large cutoff limit). 
Putting (3.1) into (1.3) and factoring the denominator, we have [l] 
(Y(o) = 
w+ifl 
m(w + i0’)(0: - o* - iyw) ’ (3.2) 
where the introduced parameters a’, w, and y satisfy the relations 
1 K _‘+A, _=- w@ M 
n-w w. 
(0; + +‘)(LY + y) 




M = m + 2e20/3c3 (3.4) 
is the renormalized mass. 
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In partial fraction form, (3.2) becomes 
a(o) = A + B + c 
o+i0’ 0 + iw, o+io, ’ 
where 
01,2 = 
$y + iv/w; - ay‘ 
and 
A= 
i(0 - 0’) 
B= 
i(0 - q) 
m(& + 0’2 - @‘) ’ m(n’ - q)(w2 - WI) ’ 
c= 
i(fi - w2) 
m(0’ - y)(q - w2) . 
From (3.7), it can be readily shown that 
A+B+C=O. 
The imaginary part of a(w), from (3.5), is 
Im (Y(O) = w Im 
( 
A B c 
f.02 + of2 






In the large-cutoff limit (0’ ZP y and 0’ % wO), the first terms in (3.5) and (3.9) 
are negligible and we remark that similar limits are obtained if one first took 
the large-cutoff limit in a(~) itself. 
Substituting (3.9) into (1.6) and using (3.8), we obtain 
doIma(w)=-~Im(AlnL?‘+Blno,+Clnw,). 
0 (3.10) 
Now we may pass to the large-cutoff limit (m-,0), which from (3.3), (3.4) and 
(3.7) can be shown to give 
w=$[l+o(;)], -;;=;+o(;), Y=&7e+o(;). 
(3.11) 
where re = 2e2/3Mc3; and 
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&-z+O; ) ( > B= id m Mw;(o, - w*) + O G ’ ( > 
. 2 
c= ‘02 




The omitted terms are all of the order of m/M. From the last of equations 
(3.11), it is clear that y is a function of w,,, and hence the only independent 
parameters in this problem are T and wO. In fact for m + 0, it is clear from 
(3.10) to (3.12) that the integral expression for (x’) in the blackbody radiation 
case is the same as that in the Ohmic case except for an extra factor of o’/w~ in 
the integrand, which results in a linear divergent integral in the blackbody case. 
However, if the integration is performed before the large-cutoff limit is taken 
(which is the preferred procedure), then a logarithmically divergent result is 
obtained (see (3.13)). 
Let us, first of all, examine the zero temperature case. Using (3.11) and 
(3.12) in (3.10), we obtain 
(3.13) 
The first term in the above equation, though logarithmically divergent as 
m-0, is independent of K (or wi), and therefore (~l~K)(x2)~,,, is finite: 





gjp <4 _~y2y2 tan 
-I( $T) 
Y(3& - Y2) 1 2(& - iY”> ’
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?,ln[(l+~)/(1-~)]<~(1+3~~)/(1-~~)~ (O<x<l). (3.16) 
In other words, in the case of a blackbody radiation heat bath at zero 
temperature, localization is enhanced due to increased K. 
Expressions (3.13) and (3.14) are written in the form valid for w0 > IY. In 
the case of q, < iy, one needs just to replace (wi - +Y’)-“~ tan-‘[(2/ 
Y)(G - + Y~)“~] by 
according to the identity 
tan-‘(ix) = ii ln[(l +x)/(1 -x)] . (3.17) 
We now turn to the case of non-zero temperature. For the temperature 
dependent part of (x2), the contribution due to the first term of Im (Y(O) in 
(3.9), when inserted in (2.7), is 
which, by using the asymptotic expansion of 4(z), 




iIrn[$ (s)2]+0 as a’+03 (or m-0). 
Thus, to calculate A(x’), one might simply take the large-cutoff limit in (Y(O) 
first before the integration. This is valid here because the resulting integral is 
finite, hence the order of limiting and integrating can be exchanged. 
Combining the remaining two terms in (3.9) with (2.8) and (2.11), we obtain 
A(x”) = 21tti2 Im( [zf In z1 - z:@(zr) - fz, 
- z: In z2 + zt$(z,) + &z,] 
1 
, (3.20) 
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where z1 and .z2 are again given by (2.10) with y understood to be satisfying 
(3.11). 
In the high-temperature limit, this expression becomes 
A(x2) = 5 - 2 ln( 2) + . . . , 
0 0 
while in the low-temperature limit it becomes 
27r37,(kT)4 




Next consider the wo7, 4 1 limit, which is true in most circumstances, since T, 
is typically exceedingly small (T, = 2 x 1O-24 s in the case of the electron). Then 




‘(“) = Mw,[exp(ko,lkT) - l] +(o,i.)[&ln(&$ 
ii 
+ 27rMwo - - & Re[Jl(zo) + tz,w,)1] + 0(~&J2 , (3.24) 
where to = ifLoo/2rkT. 
Finally, taking the derivative of (x2) with respect to K, we have 
-& (x2> = & (x2>/,=, + & A(x’> 
h 
= 47FK2(& - $Y’) Im ( i[z2&‘(z2) + vWW1 
+ q+g ia21 - SC~dl) + $ . 
00 4Y 
By the same technique used in section 2, one may show that 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
We conclude that, in the case of a blackbody radiation heat bath, at any 
temperature, the localization is enhanced due to increasing K (i.e. increased 
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binding). A similar result holds in the case of increasing dissipation since y is 
proportional to K. 
4. Conclusions 
In the case of an arbitrary spectral distribution we have shown that localiza- 
tion increases with decreasing temperature. Also, we have shown that, in the 
case of an Ohmic heat bath and a blackbody radiation heat bath, at any 
temperature, either increase of dissipation or increase of binding leads to an 
enhancement of localization. 
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